**THE EQUALIZER**

**ORGANIC pH REDUCER**

Environmentally Safe • Wash Water pH Reducer
Muriatic Acid Replacement - Lowers Pit pH

Extreme Concentrates Preserve Resources Preventing Waste

- Readily Biodegradable - OECD
- Meets ASTM G 31-72, Non-Corrosive
- D.O.T. Non-Regulated per 49 CFR 173.154 (d)(1)
- Equalize the Alkaline pH of concrete, wash water, pit water, recycled water, saw water
- Works with Chemme.Co’s CAT pH System
- Customized Systems and Formulations available to solve your problems with our unique technology

**THINK GLOBAL**
**THINK GREEN**

CALL 888-207-0660
FAX 888-602-0046

Chemme.Co®
Unique Technologies That Solve Problems!

chemmecogroup.com • chemme.co
info@chemmecogroup.com • sales@chemmecogroup.com